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Jacksonville Social Enterprise, Rethreaded, Hosts Virtual Mukti Gala, Free 
Opportunity For All To Experience Gala From Home While Giving Back To Human 

Trafficking Survivors  
 

Rethreaded, a social enterprise in Jacksonville, Florida that employs survivors of human 
trafficking, is hosting its annual Mukti Freedom Gala, on February 27, 2021. The 
organization has chosen to host the gala virtually this year. Attendees can stream the 
gala through the organization’s Facebook and YouTube channels. Rethreaded is 
excited to have the program hosted by emcee and auctioneer Geoff Cowen. The 
company's goal is to raise $228,000 by the end of the night. All fundraising proceeds will 
go to Rethreaded’s mission of renewing hope for survivors of human trafficking.  
 
Mukti, which means freedom in Bengali, is Rethreaded's primary fundraising event for 
the year. With the safety of their guests, sponsors, vendors, and staff in mind, their 10th 
Annual Mukti Gala will be virtual. For the first time in Rethreaded history, Mukti will be 
available for everyone to view and take part in. The event will be live-streamed on 
Rethreaded's Facebook page and Youtube channel from 6-7:30 pm on February 27.  
 
The evening will include a virtual auction hosted by Geoff Cowen. Throughout the 
evening, guests will hear inspirational stories, participate in giveaways, and more. 
During the program, Mukti attendees have the opportunity to donate towards 
Rethreaded's fundraising goal of $228,000.  
 
“We are producing a world-class virtual experience that will both entertain and inspire 
you!  Mukti 2021 will spark hope in each viewer as we all seek to find our way 'Through 
the Fire’, says Rethreaded Found and CEO Kristin Keen, “Our community's participation 
and contributions will mean that we can continue to create opportunities for survivors to 
have access to a new life!” 
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To make the gala feel special while streaming from home, Rethreaded has put together 
three Freedom Gala Boxes. Jacksonville locals have the option between The Freedom 
Box, which costs $150 and includes gourmet snacks, drinkware, Rethreaded-made 
goods, liquor for two cocktails, and provides six Hours of Freedom for Rethreaded 
employees. The VIP Freedom Box, costing $500, includes everything from the Freedom 
Box with the addition of liquor for four drinks, a $50 Biscottis gift card, and provides 20 
Hours of Freedom for Rethreaded Employees. Individuals outside of Jacksonville, have 
the option to purchase the Freedom box that has survivor made coffee instead of 
alcohol. 
 
Rethreaded greatly looks forward to gathering with the community on February 27, 
2021, to change the lives of human trafficking survivors. 
 
To register for the virtual gala and buy your Freedom Gala Boxes, click the link below: 
 
https://bit.ly/3iPKk0n  
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